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In this paper, we provide a numerical tool to study material coherence from a set of 2D Lagrangian trajectories sampling
a dynamical system, i.e., from the motion of passive tracers. We show that eigenvectors of the Burau representation of
a topological braid derived from the trajectories have levelsets corresponding to components of the Nielsen–Thurston
decomposition of the dynamical system. One can thus detect and identify clusters of space-time trajectories corresponding to coherent regions of the dynamical system by solving an eigenvalue problem. Unlike previous methods, the
scalable computational complexity of our braid-based approach allows the analysis of large amounts of trajectories.
Studying two-dimensional flows and their induced transport and mixing properties is key to geophysical studies
of atmospheric and oceanic processes. However, one often
has only sparse tracer trajectories (e.g., positions of buoys
in time) to infer the overall flow geometry. Fortunately,
topological methods based on the theory of braid groups
have recently been proposed to extract structures from
such a sparse set of trajectories by measuring their entanglement. This braid viewpoint offers sound foundations
for the definition of coherent structures. Yet, there has
been only limited efforts in developing practical tools that
can leverage topological properties for the efficient analysis of flow structures: handling a larger number of trajectories remains computationally challenging. We contribute a new and simple computational tool to extract
Lagrangian structures from sparse trajectories by noting
that the eigenstructure of the Burau matrix representation
of a braid of particle trajectories can be used to reveal coherent regions of the flows. Detection of clusters of spacetime trajectories corresponding to coherent regions of the
dynamical system can thus be achieved by solving a simple
eigenvalue problem. This paper establishes the theoretical foundations behind this braid eigenanalysis approach,
along with numerical validations on various flows.

I.

Introduction

Studying two-dimensional flows and their induced transport is key to geophysical studies of atmospheric and oceanic
processes. In particular, identifying regions of similar dynamical fate within experimental or numerical temporal data often
leads to a better understanding of the overall flow geometry,
from which material transport and mixing properties can be
accurately quantified. Such an analysis can also be crucial
in short-term forecasting of pattern evolution in complex 2D
dynamical systems. While classic dynamical systems theory
has established solid foundations (such as fixed points, orbits,
and stable manifolds) to study structures in steady and timeperiodic fluid flows, these tools become inadequate to capture
the complexity of aperiodic large-scale flows: tracers in even
a very simple Eulerian velocity field can undergo very different and intricate trajectories—a phenomenon often referred to
as Lagrangian chaos, to distinguish it from its Eulerian counterpart (turbulence)1 . Consequently, numerous definitions of

the notion of coherent regions in flows have been formulated
to help in this endeavor, from which algorithms can be developed to automatically generate a simplified skeleton of the
overall dynamics of the system from the input data.
A.

Deformation-based coherent structures.

A large majority of approaches to material coherence discovery involve quantifying how the velocity field induces, in
time, a deformation of the original space (see2 and3 for two
recent reviews). Instantaneous Eulerian diagnostics tools4,5
were first proposed to find coherent features in instantaneous
velocity fields based on the eigenvalues of their gradient tensors. Later, the notion of Lagrangian coherent structures (a
term originally coined by Haller and Yuan6 ) was introduced
to describe material curves that delineate regions with qualitatively different tracer dynamics. These boundaries between
coherent regions are, to a certain extent, finite-time analogs
of invariant manifolds and can be derived from the finite-time
Lyapunov exponent field of the flow7,8 . Ensued a series of
computational approaches with various theoretical guarantees
and varying computational efficacy, each offering a segmentation of the flow into regions of coherent material transport9–12 .
More recently, these separatrices were reformulated through
local geometric properties of the flow map and its CauchyGreen strain tensor field as material curves with locally maximal repelling, attracting, or shearing impact on neighboring
fluid elements13,14 . More global geometric definitions, such as
least stretching material lines or stationary curves for the tangential stretching, were also shown to reveal further structures
that include weakly but coherently stretching material vortices
and Lagrangian jet cores15 . Finally, authors have also classified directly coherent regions (as opposed to the separators between regions) via ergodicity-based16 , observer-based17 , and
probabilistic18 approaches.
B.

Topology-based coherent structures.

While there is no universally agreed upon definition for coherent structures, most of the definitions and computational
methods mentioned above assume a fine knowledge of the
Eulerian velocity field in space and time to deduce a good
approximation of the flow map. However, oceanic flows are
often known only as a set of sparse particle trajectories in time
(typically, buoys). Such a sparse sampling of the dynamical system does not lend itself well to a geometric analysis
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of transport, rendering previous approaches unable to provide
qualitative insights of the underlying flow. Fortunately, topological methods have recently been proposed to extract structures from a sparse set of trajectories by measuring their entanglement19 . Topology and group-theoretic tools have been
commonplace in the study of fluid dynamics since the early
work of Leray20 and Arnold21 ; in the case of particle trajectories, the theory of braid groups, a classical area of topology, was shown to be relevant to the analysis of mixing in
two–dimensional flows22 —not only for periodic systems, but
for aperiodic, finite-time systems as well. A set of trajectories
(whether these are trajectories of particles in the flow or trajectories of stirring rods that induce a motion in the surrounding
fluid) has a topological structure that can be represented using
Artin’s braid group23 . The resulting braid viewpoint offers a
precise and versatile tool to distinguish different regimes of
dynamics, to provide a lower bound on topological entropy,
and in the case of positive topological entropy, to reveal the
presence of topological chaos. Allshouse and Thiffeault24 introduced such a topological method for detecting material coherence from a small set of particle trajectories. By examining
the growth of loops that surround sets of particles trajectories,
they identify coherent structures as loops that have negligible
growth. Coherent regions are then defined as containing particles that possibly mix with other particles within the region
itself but do not mix with particles outside the region; the set
of trajectories arising from the particles within a coherent region forms a coherent bundle.
C.

Computational challenges.

Even if the use of braid groups offers sound foundations
for the definition of coherent structures, there has been only
limited efforts in developing practical computational tools for
the efficient analysis of flow structures. A significant exception is the work of Thiffeault and Budišić25,26 which allows
for the construction of an algebraic braid from trajectories by
tracking the crossing of particles in space-time with respect
to the projection onto an arbitrary line. Resulting braids can
then be analyzed, allowing one to estimate the topological entropy of the flow, as well as compute the growth of loops under the action of the braid. However, finding coherent sets of
trajectories that travel together but do not entangle other trajectories require an exhaustive search through loops enclosing pairs of particles to find the least growing ones. Dramatic improvement in efficiency was offered in24 by limiting the exploration to “pair-loops” of nearby punctures, turning an exponential search into a quadratic one without significant artifacts—although it may end up merging multiple
coherent regions into one single larger region. Yet, handling
a larger number of trajectories remains computationally challenging. Allshouse and Thiffeault24 examine up to 20 trajectories, while the more recent work of Francois et al.27 examine
up to 100 trajectories.
D.

Contributions.

In this paper, we present a scalable and efficient approach for detecting coherent sets from sparse tracer trajectories of a two-dimensional dynamical system. We adopt the
trajectories-as-a-braid viewpoint pioneered by Thiffeault et
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al., to which we contribute a new and simple computational
tool to extract Lagrangian structures by noting that the eigenstructure of the Burau matrix representation of a braid of particle trajectories can be used to reveal coherent regions of the
flows.28 More precisely, we show that the Burau matrix of a
reducible braid possesses eigenvectors that are almost piecewise constant over coherent sets. Thus, we deduce that one
can detect and identify clusters of space-time trajectories corresponding to coherent regions of the dynamical system by
solving an eigenvalue problem.
This paper both establishes the theoretical foundations behind this braid eigenanalysis approach and presents numerical
validations on different flows. In particular, we apply our approach to study Aref’s blinking vortex flow29 and a modified
Duffing oscillator24 . In the analysis of Aref’s blinking vortex flow, our method distinguishes chaotic regions from KAM
surfaces, over a range of flow strengths. In the analysis of
the modified Duffing oscillator, we also detect two additional
limit cycles in addition to detecting the two dominant regions
of mixing detected by Allshouse and Thiffeault24 due to our
ability to handle a significantly larger amount of trajectories.
We also discuss the computational complexity of our approach
and contrast it with existing approaches which seek individual
slow-growing loops to identify coherent regions.

II.

Braids and Dynamics

Throughout this paper, we assume that a flow on a twodimensional domain D ⊂ R2 is known via a set of n disjoint particle trajectories {xi (t)}i=1..n , where each trajectory
xi : [0, 1] → D records the path of the ith particle in time. Each
of the trajectories can be viewed as a strand in space–time.
Since these strands can be arbitrarily intertwined, the set of
all trajectories resembles a “physical” space–time braid of entangled strands (see Fig. 1(a)). A topological analysis of this
braid-like structure provides, remarkably, important dynamical information of the sampled flow.
A.

Braid terminology

We now define a few notions related to braids that will be
relevant in our exposition for characterizing flows.
1.

Geometric and pure braid.

From a mathematical standpoint, we say that the collection
{xi (t)}i=1..n of strands forms a geometric braid when the set
of final positions xi (1) are given by a permutation of the initial
positions xi (0). If this permutation is the identity, the braid is
said to be a pure braid.
2.

Topological braid.

One can further discard geometric information (e.g., distances between particles) to form a more concise, purely topological description of a geometric braid: a topological braid
is an equivalence class of geometric braids, where two geometric braids are considered equivalent when one can be
deformed continuously into the other without having strands
crossing in space-time. The product of two topological braids
on n strands can then be formed by concatenation, defining a
group Bn called the braid group.
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ing two or more punctures may thus be subject to stretching
and folding under the associated homeomorphism. Consequently, the braid group induces a (right) action on the set
of isotopy classes of simple closed curves. This action can be
exploited to study the flow: for instance, the growth rate of
a loop around punctures under the action of a braid provides
a lower bound on the topological entropy of the surrounding
flow19 .
(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. From trajectories to topological braid. (a) A set of spacetime trajectories forms a physical braid as the trajectories entangle in
time; (b) by tracking the order of the particles along a projection line
as time goes by, one can construct a topological braid encoding the
trajectories.

B.

Encoding trajectories as a topological braid

A topological description of a set of particle trajectories
can be determined by projecting the strands to a fixed spacetime plane R×[0, 1] and only retaining information about how
strands pass over one another25 . More specifically, we select an arbitrary projection line, and enumerate the strands
i = 1, · · · , n according to their ordering along the projection
line (Fig. 1(b)). As particles move in time, and their strands
cross one another, the projection of the strands onto the projection line will change, and the enumeration is updated accordingly. For 1 ≤ i < n, we let σi denote the braid consisting
of a single crossing given by passing the ith strand behind the
(i + 1)st strand (Fig. 2(a)); one can thus think of the braid σi
as a simple clockwise half-twist interchanging strands i and
i + 1. Conversely, σ1−1 denotes the single crossing given by
passing the ith strand in front of the (i + 1)st strand. Then the
sequence of crossings in time can be recorded by a concatenation (product) of σi . (Following the standard practice in braid
literature, we adopt the convention of composing our braids
from left to right.) This sequence specifies the topological
braid σ corresponding to the intertwined input trajectories.

2.

Nielsen-Thurston theory31 distinguishes a special class of
braids, called reducible braids, which are particularly relevant
to the study of dynamical systems. A reducible braid α on n
strands preserves a family C of disjoint simple closed curves,
each enclosing more than one but fewer than n punctures. The
family C is referred to as a reduction system for α.
In general, the reduction system of a reducible braid may be
very complex geometrically, but every reducible braid is conjugate to a braid whose reduction system consists of a family of round curves (geometric ellipses)32–34 , which we call a
round reduction system. A reducible braid with a round reduction system can be described by a collection of tubes (i.e.,
tubular braids) and strands: each tube is traced out by the path
of a simple closed curve in C , and each tube may enclose
other tubes or strands—see Fig. 2 for an illustration. We call
particle trajectories enclosed by a tube a coherent bundle, and
we call their initial positions (at time t = 0) a coherent region
(or coherent set), following Thiffeault’s nomenclature19 .

xi xi+1

This composition of braids σi is a convenient and wellstudied description of a topological braid, namely, the σi
are the generators used in Artin’s presentation23 of the braid
group Bn . An additional observation we will use is that if a set
of particle trajectories forms a geometric braid, then a change
in the projection line only changes the resulting topological
braid by conjugation19,25,30 .
C.

Braid dynamics

We now point out two important relationships between
topological braids and the dynamical system they encode.
1.

Action on closed curves.

For each braid on n strands, we can associate an isotopy
class of homeomorphisms on an n–punctured disk that fix
the boundary pointwise31 , where each generator σi is associated to a homeomorphism from Dn to Dn that has support
on a twice-punctured disk and that is described on this support by a half–twist. Simple closed curves in Dn encompass-

Reducible braids.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Braids and dynamics. (a) The topological braid of a set of
trajectories can be encoded through a composition of Artin generators σi (where trajectory xi goes behind trajectory xi+1 as depicted)
and their inverses; (b) a schematic example of 7 particles evolving
in time (starting at the top) where the resulting braid is reducible as
there are three tubular braids, formed by pairs or a triplet of particles.

D.

Burau representation

A convenient tool for studying a braid, called the Burau representation35 , is given by associating to each Artin generator
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σi the n x n block matrix


∀1 ≤ i ≤ n,

Ii−1 0
 0 1−s

σi 7−→ 
0
1
0
0



0
0
s
0 
,
0
0 
0 In−i−1

(1)

parameterized by a (real or complex) variable s, where Ik denotes the k x k identity matrix. For conciseness, we will sometimes express the Burau representation of σi as


1−s s
B[σi ] (s) := Ii−1 ⊕
⊕ In−i−1
1 0
where we express the block structure of the matrix representation as a direct sum ⊕. A concatenation of generators corresponds to a sequence of multiplications of the aforementioned
block matrices, resulting in an n x n Burau matrix whose elements are polynomials in s with coefficients in Z. This Burau
representation is thus a homomorphism from the braid group
Bn to the general linear group of degree n. While the Burau
representation is known to be not faithful for n≥536,37 (with a
rather large kernel for n ≥ 638 ), this matrix representation does
nonetheless allow us to examine the dynamics of a motion of
particles through a study of its eigenvectors.
The reduced Burau representation is a variant obtained by
taking the quotient of the unreduced representation by the
invariant subspace of the matrices B[σi ](s) generated by the
constant vector (1, . . . , 1).

III.

Coherence from Burau eigenanalysis

We now state and prove the main theoretical result of this
paper, which will be at the core of our computational approach
to finding coherent structures from a set of trajectories.
Main Result. Let β ∈ Bn be a reducible pure braid on n
strands with reduction system Cβ consisting of k simple closed
curves. For each ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that for s ∈ C
with modulus 1 and argument at most δ , the reduced Burau
matrix B̄[β ](s) has k eigenvectors whose span makes an angle at most ε with the space of piecewise constant vectors on
(Dn , Cβ ) modulo constant vectors.
In the remainder of this section, we prove this result in three
main stages.
A.

Lemma 1. Let α ∈ Bn be a reducible braid that preserves
a finite non-empty family C of non-nested round curves. For
each puncture pr of Dn not enclosed by any curve of C , extend
C by adding a round curve Cr enclosing the single puncture
pr . Let k be the number of curves in the extended family C .
Then there exists a finite sequence of tuples
(i(`), η1 (`), η2 (`)) of non–negative integers and corresponding exponents ε` ∈ {−1, +1} for the generators of
the tubular braids, as well as a finite sequence of (interior)
braids β j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, each supported on a punctured disk with
boundary given by a reduction curve C j ∈ C , such that the
braid α can be expressed as:
L
`=1

η1

η2

η2

η1

We follow the notation of Band and
Boyland39 and refer to the braid that moves
the group of η1 consecutive strands starting at
strand i behind the group of η2 consecutive
strands starting at strand i + η1 (see inset) as:

σi,η1 ,η2 = (σi+η1 −1 · · · σi+η1 +η2 −2 ) (σi+η1 −2 · · · σi+η1 +η2 −3 )
· · · (σi · · · σi+η2 −1 ) .
(2)

1 (`),η2

·
β.
(`) ∏ j
j=1

Proof. Let E j denote the punctured disk enclosed by the
curve C j ∈ C . Let
b k = Dn \
D

k
[

Ej

j=1

denote the n–punctured disk with k disks (each containing
punctures) removed. Then the braid σ induces an automorb k . The induced automorphism σ
b on D
b describes the
phism σ
tubular braid structure of σ with respect to C .
b k to a puncture, we can conIf we collapse each hole of D
b k as a k–punctured disk. Therefore, σ
b can be given by
sider D
a sequence of Artin generators for the braid group Bk :
b = ∏σ
baε`` ,
σ
where 1 ≤ a` < k and ε` = ±1 for all `. Viewed from above,
ba` corresponds to a clockwise half-twist ineach generator σ
terchanging the holes obtained by removing Ea` and Ea` +1 .
baε`` specifies a tuple (ε` , i(`), η1 (`), η2 (`)), given
Thus, each σ
by the direction of the half-twist, the minimum index of the
points contained in Ea` , the number of punctures in Ea` , and
the number of punctures in Ea` +1 , respectively. Defining the
braids

Decomposing a reducible braid

We begin with the claim that a reducible braid α ∈ Bn that
preserves a family C of round curves can be written as a product of tubular braids with trivial interior braiding, followed
by a product of interior braids, with trivial braiding between
tubular braids.

k
ε

`
α = ∏ σi(`),η

1

−ε

`
β j = ∏ σi(`),η

`=L

1 (`),η2 (`)

· σ |E

j

completes the decomposition.
B.

Piecewise-constant vectors

Next, we show that the Burau representation B[α](s) of a
reducible braid α with a round reduction system maps a piecewise constant vector v that respects the structure of α to a
piecewise-constant vector. More precisely, we show that if v
is constant on the interior of every curve of a round reduction system C , then the image B[α](s) v is a piecewise constant vector, which is constant on the interior of every curve
of α(C ) = C .
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Definition 2 (piecewise constant vectors). Let C be a collection of non–nested pairwise–disjoint simple closed curves in
the n–punctured disk Dn . We say that a vector v = (v1 , · · · , vn )
is piecewise constant on (Dn , C ) if vr = vr0 whenever the
punctures pr and pr0 are enclosed by the same C jr ∈ C .

Proposition 5. Let α be a reducible pure braid with round
reduction system C . If s has modulus 1 and argument less
than 1/n, the space of piecewise constant vectors on (Dn , C )
modulo constant vectors has a basis consisting of eigenvectors
of the reduced Burau matrix B̄[α](s).

The tubular braid σi,η1 ,η2 described in Eq. (2) has an obvious round reduction system C . The following observation is
the basis of our method:

C.

Lemma 3. If v is a vector that is piecewise constant on
(Dn , C ), the image B[σi,η1 ,η2 ](s)v is also piecewise constant
on (Dn , σi,η1 ,η2 (C )) for all s.

Putting it all together

Now, recall that every reducible braid β ∈ Bn is conjugate
to a reducible braid α that preserves a family of round curves,
and we can write β = γαγ −1 , for some γ ∈ Bn . Their corresponding reduced Burau matrices can thus be written as
B̄[β ](s) = B̄[γ](s)B̄[α](s)B̄[γ −1 ](s).

Proof. Because the braid σi,η1 ,η2 has a grid structure with all
its crossing of the same sign, the product of the Burau matrices
of the involved generators is easily computed and yields that
σi,η1 ,η2 has Burau matrix


η2
2
η2 −1
η2

Ii−1 ⊕ 

1−s s−s ··· s
−s
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1 − s s − s2 · · · sη2 −1 − sη2
In2

s

0

···
..
.
···

0

sη2

0n2 ,n1

When s = 1, B̄[γ](s) is a permutation matrix. Since the Burau representation B̄[γ](s) is continuous in s, then when s is
close to 1, the Burau matrix B̄[γ](s ≈ 1) is close to a permutation matrix. Thus, if B̄[α](s ≈ 1) has an eigenvector that is
piecewise constant on its components, then B̄[β ](s ≈ 1) has

 ⊕ In−i−η1 −η2 +1 , an eigenvector that is almost piecewise constant on its components, yielding in the main result. More formally:

From the Burau matrix structure, it is clear that piecewiseconstant vectors are sent to piecewise-constant vectors.
We can easily generalize Lemma 3 and show that the image
of a piecewise constant vector under any reducible braid that
preserves a finite non–empty family of round curves is also
piecewise constant:

Proof of the Main Result. Let β be a reducible pure braid on
n strands with reduction system Cβ . There exists a braid α
conjugate to β in Bn , with β = γαγ −1 for some γ ∈ Bn , such
that α has a round reduction system C = γ −1 (Cβ ), whose
curves are given by γ −1 (C j ), for C j ∈ Cβ 41 . We consider γ as
an automorphism of the punctured disk as necessary.
Let their corresponding reduced Burau matrices be denoted

Lemma 4 (invariance of piecewise-constant vectors). Let α
be a reducible braid with a reduction system C consisting of
k round curves. Let v be a vector in Cn that is piecewise constant on (Dn , C ). Then the image B(α)(s)v is a vector that is
piecewise constant on (Dn , C ) = (Dn , α(C )) for all s.
Proof. Write σ in the form
m

k
ε

`
σ = ∏ σi(`),η

`=1

1 (`),η2

·
β,
(`) ∏ j
j=1

where (i(`), η1 (`), η2 (`)), ε` , and β j are given in the proof
of Lemma 1. Since Burau matrices fix constant vectors, then
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have that B[β j ](s) v = v for all vectors
v that are constant on the punctured disk E j enclosed by the
curve C j . Furthermore, by Lemma 1, the Burau matrices of
ε`
the braids σi(`),η
also send piecewise constant vectors
1 (`),η2 (`)
to piecewise constant vectors. The claim follows.
In the case of pure braids, both spaces of piecewise constant
vectors appearing in the above lemma coincide. We can thus
expect the existence of piecewise constant eigenvectors. To do
so, we use the fact40 that reduced Burau matrices preserves
a specific sesquilinear form, which is known to be positive
definite when the Burau parameter s has unit modulus and is
close enough to 1 (more precisely, when the argument is less
than 1/n). The same is true for the reduced Burau matrix
restricted to the space of piecewise constant vectors modulo
constant, which is invariant by the above lemma. Hence this
restriction is conjugate to a unitary matrix, implying that it is
always diagonalizable. We thus deduce:

A(s) = B̄[α](s)
B(s) = B̄[β ](s)
C(s) = B̄[γ](s),
Then B(s) = C(s)A(s)C(s)−1 .
By Proposition 5, since α is a reducible pure braid with a
round reduction system C , there exists δA > 0 such that for
all s with modulus 1 and satisfying |s − 1| < δA , the reduced
Burau matrix A(s) has a set of eigenvectors forming a basis of
the space E of piecewise-constant vectors on (Dn , C ).
If v(s) is such an eigenvector, C(s)v(s) is an eigenvector of
B(s) since
B(s)C(s)v(s) = C(s)A(s)C(s)−1 C(s)v(s)
= C(s)A(s)v(s)
∝ C(s)v(s)
Also because C(1) is induced by the permutation matrix given
by the action of γ on the punctures, C(1)E is the space of
piecewise constant vectors on (Dn , γ(C )) = (Dn , Cβ ).
Now since C(s) is continuous in s at s = 1, there exists δC >
0 such that for all s satisfying |s − 1| < δC , we have that
C(s)C(1)−1 − I < ε.
Since
C(s)E = C(s)C(1)−1 C(1)E,
the claim follows.

(3)
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Numerical implementation

Based on the previously discussed eigen-properties of the
Burau representation of a pure reducible braid, we now describe an algorithmic approach to detecting coherent regions
from a set of trajectories.
A.

From trajectories to braid

Given a 2D domain D and a set of n particle trajectories
x j (tk ) in D for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and for time step indices 1 ≤ k < l
we first convert the input into a topological braid by artificially closing each trajectories so that a pure braid can be constructed as explained in Sec. II.
1.

Closure of trajectories.

So far, we have discussed the braid-theoretic interpretation
of a set of disjoint particle trajectories that form a pure braid,
whose properties reflect the underlying dynamics of a flow or
a mechanical system. In a pure braid, the set of initial positions is the same as the set of final positions. However, in
most physical systems, particle trajectories are not periodic,
and the set of final positions are not typically the same as the
set of initial positions. Consequently, the resulting algebraic
braids formed by changing the projection line in Sec. II will
not necessarily be conjugate19,30 . In order to fix this issue,
we form a pure braid by appending the set of initial positions
to the end of the set of particle trajectories; i.e., for each trajectory (xi (t0 ) , · · · xi (tl−1 )), we append the initial position to
form the trajectory
(xi (t0 ) , · · · xi (tl−1 ) , xi (tl ) ≡ xi (t0 )) .
Note that this artificial closure may change the reducibility
of the braid; but we will show in Sec. V that this theoretical shortcoming does not affect our ability to detect coherent
sets in practice: when trajectories are sufficiently long, this
small modification of the trajectories does not alter the overall dynamics significantly. Trajectory closures do, however,
guarantee that the modified trajectories result in a pure braid,
by construction.
2.

Braid construction.

We use BRAIDLAB25 to compute the algebraic braid
{σi }i=1..n corresponding to the motion of the particles, with
respect to some arbitrary projection line. We note that if our
initial positions happen to be on a regular grid, one should perturb the initial positions and/or choose a projection line that is
not aligned with the grid lines: this will help resolve some
coincident particles on the projection line, allowing the topological braid to be computed. The resulting pure braid is then
encoded as a sequence σ of length L of Artin generators σi
corresponding to the L crossings of the piecewise-linear trajectories with respect to the projection line.
B.

From braid to Burau matrix

The sequence σ of Artin generators specifies a Burau matrix corresponding to the braid of particle trajectories: for
each generator σi of the topological braid, its corresponding
Burau matrix B[σi ](s) is given by Eq. (1), and the product
∏` B[σa` ](s) of these matrices in the order of the sequence σ
is the Burau matrix B of the braid.

1.

Choice of Burau parameter.

Based on our results from Sec. III, we must pick a value s
such that |s| = 1 and s ≈ 1 to construct the Burau matrix for
the flow. We should also choose s not to be too close to 1 so
that B[σ ](s) is not too numerically close to the identity matrix
B[σ ](1). Besides the guarantee of diagonalizability afforded
by Proposition 5, one of the advantages of picking a value s
with a magnitude of one is that it prevents the rapid growth of
the Burau matrix coefficients, which could grow exponentially
over long durations otherwise. In practice, choices of s with
|s − 1| between 10−4 and 10−12 worked consistently well. In
all our examples, we used s = exp(10−8 i).
C.

Finding coherent regions

We then proceed to an eigendecomposition of the Burau
matrix B. While the guarantees of Sec. III were proved for reduced Burau matrices, we found that using unreduced Burau
matrices worked as well in practice. It is in fact not difficult
to see that the theoretical guarantees can be extended to unreduced Burau matrices except in certain cases that are unlikely
to happen; we omit further discussions on this point here, and
focus instead of numerical details.
1.

Eigensolver.

There are a number of numerical libraries (MATLAB, LAPACK, etc) that can be used to compute eigenvectors of a
dense non-symmetric matrix like B. In particular, one can exploit parallelism by finding on separate cores the eigenvectors
corresponding to different search intervals of eigenvalues42,43 .
These numerical methods thus allow us to handle braids with
tens of thousands of strands on a personal computer. Note that
one should not expect each relevant eigenvector to correspond
to each coherent region: instead, a relevant eigenvector will
typically be nearly piecewise constant over multiple coherent
regions, see Figures 5 and 7 for examples.
2.

Visualization.

We visualize eigenvectors of the Burau matrix as follows.
We first compute the Voronoi diagram44 of the initial positions {xi (0)}1≤i≤n , which tessellates the domain D into disjoint convex cells {Vi }1≤i≤n . For each eigenvector, we then
simply color each cell based V j on the associated entry of the
eigenvector of matrix B. Note that when the initial positions
are on a regular grid as we will use in Sec. V, the resulting visualization forms a pixelation of the domain (e.g., see Fig. 5).
3.

Further processing.

We note that further processing can be done to help a user
with finding material coherence. First, many of the eigenvectors found with our methods are quite easy to discard automatically through image processing; see Fig. 3 for examples
of eigenvectors that do not depict meaningful material coherence. Second, we can also extract a series of potential coherent regions as follows: since each value of a relevant eigenvector v corresponds to a value at a particle at the first timestep
t0 , we can compute the levelsets Lθ = {i | |vi − θ | < ε} consisting of all particles whose corresponding ith value in v is
approximately θ . These coherent sets can then be observed as
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they evolve in time. Finally, boundaries of a coherent sets correspond to the material loops studied by Allshouse and Thiffeault24 . We can thus consider the isotopy class of loop(s)
that separate Lθ from the rest of the domain: applying the
method described by Allshouse and Thiffeault24 , we can track
the growth of the material loop via Dynnikov coordinates and
verify that the boundaries of the levelsets we found are indeed
slow-growing to confirm coherence. Note that in Section V B,
we will examine a modified Duffing oscillator and compare
the coherent sets found in our method (Figure 7) with the coherent sets found by Allshouse and Thiffeault (Figure 8).

FIG. 3. Irrelevant eigenvectors. Eigenvectors of Aref’s blinking
vortex flow for µ = 50. Most of the eigenvectors of a Burau matrix
are nearly constant (left), or only show faint parts of coherent structures (middle/right); here, eigenvector 12, 426, and 574. Compare
these results with Fig. 5(bottom right) showing an eigenvector that
clearly reveals dynamical structures.

D.

Discussion

Since our numerical probing of coherent sets only involves
an eigenvalue problem, our exploration of material coherence
from trajectories scales very well. In particular, we can handle
braids arising from thousands or tens of thousands of particles
on low-end personal computers, far beyond what was reported
in Allshouse and Thiffeault24 and Francois et al.27 .
Our approach is not without limitations. In particular, no
strong guarantee is offered that this eigenanalysis will uncover
all relevant coherent sets: our use of trajectory closures and
the unfaithfulness of the Burau representation are two of the
theoretical hurdles that may prevent a proper detection. Our
approach should thus be used as a detection tool to narrow in
on potential coherent sets. We demonstrate next that numerical experiments behave remarkably well on practical flows.

V.

Experiments on flows

In the following section, we demonstrate the relevance of
our contribution on non-trivial flows. We focus on two different continuous dynamical systems: the blinking vortex flow,
and the (modified) Duffing oscillator. Starting from a discretization of the domain D (a square in all our examples)
through particles forming a regular grid, each particle is advected in time by the flow, generating an associated trajectory in space-time. The set of trajectories is then processed as
described in Sec. IV, and compared to what is known in the
literature.
A.

Blinking vortex flow

The blinking vortex flow was introduced by Aref as an idealization of stirring23 . The flow is given by a pair of vortices
separated by a finite distance, blinking on and off periodically
in an alternating fashion in an incompressible, inviscid fluid.

7
We consider a modified version of this flow in an unbounded
domain (modeled on the complex plane). The velocity field
due to a single point vortex located at x = a on the x–axis is
given by
ṙ = 0
Γ ,
θ̇ = 2πr
p
where Γ is the strength of the vortex, and r = (x − a)2 + y2
is the distance to the center of the vortex. The mapping, in
dimensionless form45 , induced by identical two vortices at
ξi = ±a, each acting for time T , is given by the twist map
  

x
ξi + (x − ξi ) cos ∆θ − y sin ∆θ
7→
,
y
(x − ξi ) sin ∆θ + y cos ∆θ
q
ΓT
(x − ξi )2 + y2 . The
where ∆θ = rµ2 , with µ = 2πa
2 , and r =
parameter µ is the flow strength, and its value controls the behavior of the system. We make distances dimensionless with
respect to a and place the vortices at ξi = ±1.
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FIG. 4. Poincaré sections for Aref’s blinking vortex flow. From
left to right, top to bottom: µ = 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 35, 40, 50.

When both vortices act simultaneously (T = 0, µ = 0), the
system is integrable. We perturb the system by increasing µ
from zero and check the Poincaré sections t = kT , k ∈ Z.
Chaotic regions appear for all µ > 046 . For small values of
µ, small chaotic regions exist near the elliptic and hyperbolic points. As µ increases, the size of the chaotic regions
grow, destroying confining KAM surfaces as the chaotic regions merge. See a few Poincaré sections for various values
of µ in Fig. 4. Using our numerical approach, we give eigenvectors for the blinking vortex flow with various values of µ
in Fig. 5 for a set of 900 trajectories of particles, which were
initially placed on a regular grid covering the domain. Coherent regions appear, indeed, as isolevels of the eigenvectors as
expected.
B.

Modified Duffing oscillator

In this example, we study a modified Duffing oscillator,
given by
ẋ = y + α cos (ωt)

ẏ = x 1 − x2 − dy + γ cos (ωt)

(4)

with α = 0.1, γ = 0.14, d = 0.08, ω = 1. This compressible
system is also studied by Allshouse and Thiffeault24 with the
same parameters as an example a system with two primary
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pressible system, particle positions can in fact coincide. In order to form a well-defined braid, we select a sufficiently sparse
sampling of the domain and a time window so that the dynamics are reasonably well-captured yet no two particles coincide
at any time. Allshouse and Thiffeault24 argue that the ability
of the braid theoretic approach to detect coherent sets even in
an incompressible flow is a testament to the wide applicability
of the method.
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FIG. 7. Two Burau eigenvectors for modified Duffing oscillator.
Two of the eigenvectors of the Burau matrix computed from trajectories of the modified Duffing oscillator (1225 particles); the three
main dynamical regions are present as expected.
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FIG. 5. Burau Eigenvectors for Aref’s blinking vortex flow. From
left to right, and top to bottom: µ = 1, 5, 10, 20, 35, 50. Nine hundred
particles were used, started on a 30 × 30 regular grid.
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FIG. 6. Modified Duffing oscillator. Left: a three-coloring of initial
particle positions by their position at time t = 250; Right: Phase
portrait for trajectories belonging to each of the three regions.

FIG. 8. Previous work. Allshouse and Thiffeault24 detect two types
of initial conditions for the modified Duffing oscillator. The dots
(numbered from left to right) are the initial conditions for the trajectories that are studied further by Allshouse and Thiffeault as representative trajectories for the two types of initial conditions.

VI.
regions of mixing: (i) the limit cycle and its basin of attraction (colored in yellow in Fig. 6(left)) and (ii) the rest of the
domain (blue/green).
Trajectories of the modified Duffing oscillator (4) belong to
one of three types, each illustrated in Figure 6(right) with the
corresponding colors. The yellow region corresponds to the
yellow limit cycle and its basin of attraction. The green regions (eventually) attract to one of the two green limit cycles.
The blue region attracts to neither the yellow limit cycle nor
green limit cycles during the time period studied.
Using the computational method described in this paper, we
obtain the Burau eigenvectors for the modified Duffing oscillator depicted in Figure 7. In addition to the two initial conditions found by Allshouse and Thiffeault24 , illustrated in Figure 8, the two additional limit cycles (green in Figure 6(left))
are also present.
We note that since the modified Duffing oscillator is a com-

Conclusions

Our approach based on topological braids is especially advantageous when the input data are sparse, since it does not
require nearby trajectories or derivatives of the velocity field.
However, the braid approach is not without limitations. Accuracy is limited by the length of trajectory histories, and braid
methods are only adapted to time intervals where particles
never intersect at the observation scale. Fortunately, many
geophysical flows, when observed at sufficiently large scale,
are nearly incompressible, rendering this last limitation only
mildly restrictive.
1.

Faithfulness.

In this work, we have chosen to use the Burau representation for the analysis of spatially sparse particle trajectories. The Burau representation is not faithful but confers
computational advantages (n vs. n2 ) in both space and time
requirements compared to the faithful Lawrence-Krammer

Submitted
representation47 . If a greater level of topological and dynamical detail is preferred, one may wish to consider the LawrenceKrammer representation instead.
2.

Parallelism.

The algorithm that we describe in this chapter lends itself
naturally to parallelism. We do not discuss the details here,
but we note that the matrix chain multiplication required by
our algorithm is amenable to optimization. In particular, in
addition to the usual considerations of the matrix chain multiplication problem48,49 , we remark that by taking the sequence
of braid generators into account, then depending on the flow,
we can potentially partition the braid β = ∏L` σb` into subsequences of neighboring generators (e.g., each subsequence
consists only of generators σi− j , σi− j+1 , · · · , σi+ j , for small j).
This effectively partitions the sequence of matrix multiplications into subsequences that each consist of (mostly) sparse
matrix multiplications, thereby reducing the computational
requirements of our analysis. Future work may wish to formalize these and other computational considerations: such a
computational optimization may be crucial, in particular if a
(n2 × n2 ) Lawrence-Krammer representation is used.
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